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ARRILASER – The New Standard in Digital Film Recording



The ARRILASER film recorder sets a new standard for the recording of digital image data onto 35 mm film. Up to now CRT film recorders have dominated the market and laser film recorders were only used by dedicated scanning and recording bureaus because of their high cost and extensive maintenance requirements. By using solid state lasers for all three colors in a robust and efficient, user and service friendly system, the ARRILASER makes the advantages of laser film recording widely available. This technical paper, written by Johannes Steurer, was first published in the Fernseh- und Kinotechnik magazine of April 1999. This is the 03/2000 revision.



The Current State of the Art The use of digital post production is increasing rapidly. It combines the advantages of film as a high quality image carrier with the unlimited possibilities of digital processing. Film recorders bridge the gap between digital post production and the analog film processing chain. Traditional Film Celluloid is regarded as the best material for image capture during production and for long term archival purposes. The reasons are many and include the unequalled image quality, the enormous data density, the proven long term stability, the fact that film is the only existing world wide standard format and the “film-look”, which characterizes the special viewing experience. Digital Post Production In the digital domain creative image manipulation possibilities are limitless. Any image alteration can be easily achieved; the insertion of a fantasy being into a real scene or the adjustment of sharpness or color balance, for instance, can be performed without any penalty in image quality. This is not possible with traditional optical special effects [Steurer 1996 (1)]. Transparency of the Digital Film Chain A critical requirement of tying “film grain to pixel” is that the image information must be moved seamlessly from the analog realm of film to a digital representation and then back to film. The quality of the digitally manipulated image cannot differ from the original; the digital film chain must be completely transparent (see figure 1). Eastman Kodak were the first to clearly formulate this idea of transparency [Kennel 1994] and to realize it through the Cineon digital film system. CRT vs. Laser Film Recording While the currently used film scanners can digitize an original negative with sufficient quality, there are definite shortcomings to the widely used CRT film recorders: they exhibit a restricted contrast range, pronounced grain structure, blooming, flare, insufficient color fidelity and necessitate long exposure times.
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Figure 1: Comparison of analog and digital film chains The reason for these qualitative deficiencies can be found in the low light output of Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs), the light source used in CRT recorders. To compensate, a variety of methods are used: a higher speed, (= grainier) film is utilized, a lower density range is chosen, brighter, wide-band color filters are employed which result in insufficient color separation and recording occurs at slow speeds of 20-35 seconds per frame [Steurer 1996 (1)]. Lasers, in contrast, are an ideal light source for film recording. They produce a clearly defined, monochromatic light beam with very high energy output. Through the use of lasers all disadvantages of Cathode Ray Tubes can be overcome. The principles of laser film recording have already been shown 10 years ago by DiFrancesco [1989]. In 1993, with the introduction of the Cineon digital film system, Kodak presented a film recorder prototype based on three gas lasers in the colors red, green and blue. This convinced the film industry of the high image quality and fast recording speed (approximately 5 to 10 seconds per frame) of laser film recorders [Kennel 1994]. Further development by various companies resulted in the maturing of laser film recorders to marketable products (for instance Kodak’s Lightning 2 and Autologic’s LUX). Unfortunately, gas lasers have some inherent disadvantages that limit their use. Because of mode shifts, the energy output stability is insufficient and has to be compensated for through complex
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corrective measures (noise eaters). Also, the electrical power needed to generate a relatively small amount of light is enormous (up to 5kW), leading to a tremendous production of heat which has to be removed from the system. All this results in a complex and expensive hardware and service concept, where even the operating environment’s climate has to be precisely controlled. Thus gas laser film recorders have been limited to specialized scanning and recording bureaus with a high enough throughput to justify the expenditure. Today, gas laser film recorders are no longer available on the market.



functions can be given by examining three functional paths: The data path from digital information to film, the optical path from laser light to film and the film path. The Data Path from Digital Information to Film During digital post production, images are stored as data on a mass storage medium. The commonly used Cineon format defines 4096 x 3112 pixels with a bit depth of 3 x 10 bit (log), resulting in a data volume of up to 50 Mbytes per image.



The Technology Behind the ARRILASER Against this background the requirements for an improved film recorder can be clearly defined: to combine the superior image quality and speed of a gas laser film recorder with the robustness of a CRT film recorder at a reasonable price point. The concept for the ARRILASER was realized together with our technology partner, the Fraunhofer Institute for Physical Measurement Technique, Freiburg, and includes: • the use of three solid state lasers as the light source, • a compact and robust design and construction of the system, • use in an office-like room without complex climate control, • low maintenance and service friendly parts and components, • an integrated calibration system for all pertinent parameters, • a high quality, easy to use film camera, • integrated data management, • hardware accelerated image processing, • clearly improved efficiency compared to current film recorders, • improved price/performance ratio. ARRILASER System Overview The ARRILASER system consists of two main components: the host computer and the film recorder (see figure 2). Scanner Module Camera Magazines Optics Module Electronics Module



ARRILASER Host Computer
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Figure 2: ARRILASER system components The host computer connects to an external digital infrastructure, processes image data and transfers it to the film recorder. The film recorder contains the electronics, optics and scanner modules as well as the film camera and separate supply and take-up magazines. An overview of how the ARRILASER
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Figure 3: The data path As illustrated in figure 3, the image data is loaded from a network connection to the ARRILASER host computer. If necessary, the host computer can automatically process the image data to adjust resolution, sharpness or color space. The Image Data Interchange card (IDI), a custom designed data interface located in the host computer, transfers the image data via a fiber optic cable to the film recorder’s linebuffer. The data in the linebuffer is routed through a Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) to the input of the Acousto-Optical Modulators (AOMs), which modulate the image data onto the laser beams. This occurs in perfect synchronization with the scanner. The scanner “draws” the image line by line onto the film. After one line is exposed, the film recorder sends a trigger signal to the IDI card in the host computer, requesting data for the next line. This procedure repeats until the whole image is transferred to the film recorder and recorded on film. The Optical Path from Laser Light to Film Three solid state lasers for the colors red, green and blue (RGB) are housed in a separate compartment in the optics module (see figure 4). The light of each laser is adjusted to the required intensity by an attenuator, a graduated neutral density (ND) filter. The attenuators are used to fine adjust the ARRILASER to variances in film stock sensitivity and lab development processes, and to compensate for any long term drifts in laser energy output. Three Acousto-Optical Modulators (AOMs) are used to modulate the image information onto the laser beams at the pixel rate. Inside each AOM a laser beam passes through a crystal, and the internal grid structure of the crystal deflects the
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laser beam. By exiting the crystal with a high frequency wave its grid structure, and thus the intensity of the laser beam, can be varied at a very fast rate - pixel by pixel. Scanner Module Fan Scanner Cube Mirror gets beam from below
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The Film Path All components of the film path (supply magazine, camera, film shuttle and take-up magazine) are located at a comfortable working height next to each other (see figure 6), similar to the configuration found on a film cutting table. Film handling has been simplified with features like the auto-feed mechanism, which pulls film from the camera automatically into the take-up magazine at the push of a button.
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Figure 6: The film path
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Camera and magazines come with new, user friendly features:
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Figure 4: The optical path The three laser beams (RGB) are combined, brought up into the scanner module and scanned onto the film by a penta prism rotating at 60,000 revolutions per minute (rpm). An fθ-lens, custom designed by Rodenstock, focuses the beam onto the film plane (see figure 5). Film shuttle moves film in this direction



The Laser beam is scanned onto film in this direction
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• A full aperture gate (see front cover illustration) allows for all formats up to 24,576 x 18,672 mm (0.97" x 0.74"). • Highest image steadiness is guaranteed through dual pin registration (Bell & Howell standard). • 2000’ (600m) magazines (see figure 7) allow long format recording (digital lab). • The film does not lay flat, but is run in a vertical orientation from left to right. Thus dust cannot fall on the film or lens. • Multiple sensors monitor the film path and other components. • Frame accurate spooling at 10 fps, forwards and reverse, is possible. • Threading and setting of loop length is a simple procedure. • An intuitive user interface with online guidance on the display allows fast and accurate handling. • Built-in scissors cut the film when the take-up magazine is removed. Thus the take-up magazine can be exchanged quickly and safely without opening the camera. • One button push will start the automatic feeding of film from the camera into the take-up magazine after the take-up magazine has been exchanged.



Laser beam from Optics Module
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Figure 5: Scanner, fθ-lens and film during exposure



A unique property of the fθ lens is that it focuses the rotating parallel beam on a flat plane. Thus for each rotation of the penta prism one line is exposed onto film. During exposure, the film moves sideways to the direction of the reflected laser beam, so a complete image is written line by line.



Figure 7: 2000’ ARRILASER Magazine
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The Exposure Cycle The exposure cycle occurs in 4 phases (see figure 8):



Phase 1 – Exposure. The film is registered on the gate through 2 registration pins. The gate and the stage are mounted on the film shuttle. The film shuttle moves 4 perforations to the right with a constant velocity.



Phase 3 - Transport. The film shuttle moves to the left, back to the starting position. Since the film is held in place by the stationary transport pins, it stays in place. At this time the film loops before and after the shuttle are adjusted - new film is pulled from the supply magazine, and exposed film is transported into the takeup magazine.



Phase 2 – Retract Stage. When the exposure is completed, the film shuttle stops moving. The stage moves away from the gate, thereby lifting the film off the registration pins. At the same time the film is moved onto the 2 transport pins, which are stationary.



Phase 4 – Reposition Stage. Once the shuttle is again in the starting position, the stage moves back towards the film gate, removing the film from the transport pins and placing it on the registration pins. The camera can now expose the next image.
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Figure 8: The exposure cycle
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Recording Speed Optimization With an exposure cycle times below 6 seconds for a 4K image and below 4 seconds for a 2K image, the ARRILASER sets a new record in recording speed. To achieve this, all time critical components have been carefully chosen and fine tuned to work in synchronization. The actual exposure time is determined by the rotation speed of the scanner. The scanner rotates once per millisecond, and writes one line in this time. A 4K image has approximately 3000 lines. Including the ramp up and slow down time needed by the film shuttle, the exposure takes 3.7 seconds. Moving the film shuttle back into the starting position and monitoring the recording parameters takes another 2 seconds, resulting in an exposure cycle time below 6 seconds. For a 2K image the actual exposure time is halved to 1.8 seconds, leading to an exposure cycle time of below 4 seconds. For the host computer a parallel processing concept has been realized: simultaneously one frame is loaded from the network, a second one is processed and a third one exposed (see figure 9). Through choosing and matching the proper hardware and software components, all three processes take approximately the same amount of time. Of course, each image takes three times as long to move through the system, but since three images are being processed simultaneously, an image can be recorded every 6 seconds for 4K or 4 seconds for 2K. Controller - Synchronizing
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Figure 9: Parallel processing in the ARRILASER host computer Low Maintenance and Service Friendly Components From the beginning of the development phase, the ARRILASER has been designed to require substantially less maintenance than gas laser film recorders. This has been achieved through careful design and choice of components. A modular system structure allows sub-assemblies to be easily and quickly exchanged. Solid State Lasers Solid state lasers for so called RGB applications have become available only recently. Diode lasers can be used to generate the red wavelengths. To generate green and blue, an infrared (IR) diode laser is used which is frequency doubled through an optically active, non linear crystal. The wavelengths of the lasers have been chosen to match the spectral sensitivity of the



recording film, Kodak EXR 5244 intermediate film stock. Each wavelength exposes only one layer of the film stock. The result is virtually no color crosstalk, since the sensitivity of the other two layers to that wavelength is negligible. The advantages of solid state lasers are as follows: • Low power consumption. Each laser needs only a few watts to operate. The optical path is not disturbed by air turbulence caused by heat. • High stability. A consistent exposure is guaranteed by the solid state laser’s low noise and negligible drift in light output. • Long life expectancy. Solid State lasers have a nominal life expectancy twice as high as gas lasers. Since solid state laser components do not age like gas laser components, in practice solid state lasers should have an even higher life expectancy. The Optics Module The ARRILASER optical components, including the lasers, are installed on an aluminum cast block in the optics module, which is mounted on shock absorbers. The aluminum cast block ensures great mechanical stability and an ideal distribution of thermal energy in the system. All optical components like mirrors, lenses, pinholes, acousto-optical modulators, etc. have been integrated according to well tested principles that have been used repeatedly and successfully in space research. The control electronics are located in the electronics module in a separate space below the optics module. The heat generated by the electronics module is vented before it can negatively affect the optics. The Scanner Module The scanner consists of a single penta prism reflecting the laser beam, mounted on a motor with a dynamic air bearing. The dynamic air bearing ensures wear and maintenance free operation - its life expectancy is not determined by the number of rotations, since the axle runs on an air cushion without touching the bearing walls. The use of a single penta prism (see figure 10) has critical advantages over the traditionally used polygon mirrors. Deviations in the angles of the polygon mirror facets to each other or different reflectance values of individual facets can result in exposure artifacts visible as streaks in the image. A single penta prism, in contrast, does not exhibit these shortcomings.



Laser Beam Figure 10: Penta prism and laser beam
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High Precision Linear Drive The film shuttle has to move with extreme precision during the exposure, since any variance in velocity would lead to a variation of the distance between individual lines. This, in turn, would create a streaking artifact in the image. The ARRILASER uses a high precision linear drive that is completely free of velocity deviations. Outstanding Image Quality Laser film recorders have greatly increased the quality of digitally exposed images compared to CRT film recorders. The ARRILASER film recorder has improved the currently available image quality even further. This is achieved through the high quality of all components and through a finely tuned, software driven calibration system. The calibration system monitors all major parameters, like the base laser beam intensity, in regular intervals and automatically re-adjusts when necessary. It is also used to adjust all geometric parameters with utmost precision, including image position, image size and color convergence. Thus contrast and sharpness reach unprecedented levels. Distracting artifacts like streaking, flare and blooming are a thing of the past. Color calibration software is an integral part of the system. It ensures the gray scale and color values sent to the ARRILASER (expressed as Cineon code values in the digital image file) result in predictable densities on film. To calibrate the system, a row of digitally generated grayscale patches is exposed. After the film is developed, the density of each patch is measured. The density readings are then entered into the host computer, which generates a so called Look Up Table (LUT). The LUT alters the native system response to achieve the desired calibration behavior (see figure 11). Digital Image Information (Cineon Code Value)



+ Look Up Table (LUT)



= Native System Response



Target Calibration (aim)



Density on Film



Figure 11: Color calibration Thus the relationship of the incoming Cineon code values to the densities recorded on film can be altered in order to: • adjust to the sensitometric characteristics of the film’s particular emulsion batch, • adjust to lab processing fluctuations and, • take personal preferences or special requirements into account.



Established and New Applications for Digital Film Recording In the past digital post production has been used to realize special effects for individual scenes in motion pictures. Based on
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the high throughput of the ARRILASER it is now possible to record a complete motion picture film in less than a week. This opens new avenues for digital post production. Restoration of Archived Material Fast scanning, automated digital restoration and fast film recording are the prerequisites for efficient restoration of archived films. Material of cultural value can thus be saved from destruction. The ARRILASER can work at a recording speed of one feature film per week and thus allows for the first time an economically attractive method for digital film restoration. Digital Film Masters The creation of a digital master is a field of growing importance. Soon the post production of complete feature films will occur in the digital realm, ensuring the marketability of image assets in the multitude of media today (SDTV, HDTV, DTV, DVD, Film). Exposing and distributing image material on film is an important marketing aspect. An added advantage is the fact that film is the only universal high quality standard format available. Film can be transferred to any future video or data format, even if the original image material was only intended for use in the television systems of today. The Digital Lab Parallel to the move from analog to digital audio production techniques we can currently observe “islands” of digital processing in film production. Steps like non linear editing, dissolves, titles, special effects or retouching are more and more performed digitally. Unfortunately, the digital image data cannot be kept consequently digital, as it is still necessary to bring the derived editing decisions or image processing results back into the analog film processing chain. High speed film scanners and film recorders are an important component to the growth of these digital “islands”. They will allow more steps of the film production chain to be accomplished in the digital realm, including color timing or the image manipulations necessary to derive an anamorphic Cinemascope release print from a Super 35 negative. Amongst other improvements, a complete digital post production chain will result in better looking images, since every optical copy process in the analog film chain invariably reduces image quality. The ARRILASER is an important component of a complete digital film production chain, for the first time realizing economical film output from digital image data. Recording Video onto Film For financial reasons, many productions are not recorded on 35 mm film but on video instead. The ARRILASER allows a cost efficient and fast transfer of this video material to film.



Conclusion Based on its outstanding quality, fast speed and affordable purchase and maintenance costs the ARRILASER has set a new standard for digital film recording. In addition it opens new avenues for digital post production and initiates worldwide changes in film production methods.
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For further information on the ARRILASER please contact:



Canada:



ARRI Canada Limited 415 Horner Avenue, Unit 11, Toronto, Ontario M8W 4W4, Canada Voice phone: +416 255 3335, FAX: +416 255 3399 Email: [email protected]



Germany:



Arnold & Richter Cine Technik Türkenstraße 89, D-80799 Munich, Germany Voice phone: +49 (0)89 3809-0, FAX: +49 (0)89 3809-1244 Email: [email protected]



England:



ARRI GB Limited Sales & Service 1-3 Airlinks, Spitfire Way, Heston, Middlesex, TW5 9NR, England Voice phone: +44 (0)181 848 8881, FAX: +44 (0)181 561 1312 Email: [email protected]



Italy:



ARRI Italia S.r.l., Head Office (Milan) Viale Edison 318, 20099 Sesto San Giovanni, Italy Voice phone: +39 (0)2 262 271 75, FAX: +39 (0)2 242 1692 Email: [email protected] ARRI Italia S.r.l., Rome Via Placanica 97, 00040 Morena, Italy Voice phone: +39 (0)6 79 89 021, FAX: +39 (0)6 79 89 02 206
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ARRI USA, East Coast 617 Route 303, Blauvelt, NY 10913-1109, USA Voice phone: 914-353-1400, FAX: 914-425-1250 Email: [email protected] ARRI USA, West Coast 600 North Victory Blvd., Burbank, CA 91502-1639, USA Voice phone: 818-841-7070, FAX: 818-848-4028 Email: [email protected]
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